Operational Guidelines for Large Data Platforms
1.Login
Visit:www.iisens.com:8778,the Log In page showed as below:(Fig.1)
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In the login page, there are the following functions:
1. Enter the given account number and password in the middle and lower part
and click the "login" button to enter the home page of the designated user
platform.
2. Click the "Test Account" button to enter the home page of the test account
platform and browse the test data.
3. Click Download below to download Chrome Browser (Chrome browser is
recommended).
4. Click the " " in the upper right corner to switch between Chinese and
English; click the " " to view the operation documents, support downloading
and printing.
2.home page（Fig.2）
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Home page mainly includes:
1.Left menu bar
The menu bar lists all the functional modules of the platform, including
homepage, data management, alarm management, data analysis, equipment
management, development access, user management and neutral
management.
2.Navigation function bar above (menu bar hidden, current page refresh,
monitor screen, current account)
2.1 Click the menu button to hide and display the menu.
2.2 Click the refresh button to refresh the main display area page.
2.3 Click on the monitor screen to display the home page data in full screen.
The color is industrial blue. (Fig.3)
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2.4 Mouse to the current account, showing the drop-down function box,
including: basic information, password modification, exit function.
2.5 Click on the basic information to modify the basic information of the current
account.(Fig.4)
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2.6 Click on password modification to quickly reset the current account
password.(Fig.5)
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2.7 Click the exit button to end the visit and exit to the login page.(Fig.6)
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1. Main display area
The main display area mainly displays the details of each function module
(default display of home page information).(Fig.7)
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3. Platform Display
Platform display area mainly includes: home page, data management,

alarm management, data analysis.
1. Home page (main display area display)
Home page is mainly for platform data overview, including: equipment
overview, equipment classification, maintenance task statistics, map display,
real-time data list, scene picture display, sensor type alarm statistics, 30-day
alarm data statistics, real-time alarm list.
1.1 Geographical location of map display equipment through map display area
and equipment information.(Fig.8)
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1.2 Select the device in the drop-down box at the top left of the map and click
on the "Search" button to display the inquired device in the map center.(Fig.9)
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1.3 Top right map and mixed button, click can be achieved, standard map and
satellite map switching (including road network).(Fig.10)
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1.4 Click on the device label in the map to view the detailed information of the
device tabulation, and click the view button in the table to view the historical
data of the corresponding channel.(Fig.11)
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1.5 Real-time data list, click the left and right buttons to flip to the next device;
click the device name to jump to the real-time data page; click the channel line,
you can see the corresponding historical data of the channel.
2. Data management (mainly displaying real-time and historical data)
2.1 Real-time data are displayed by cards and tables.(Fig.12)
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2.1.1 On the left side of the card display, there is a device menu, which can be
searched, clicked, clicked on the specified device, refreshed the corresponding
device information on the right side, clicked the historical data button in the
card, and then jumped to the historical data page.
2.1.2 On the form display page, you can search and find devices by status
classification.(Fig.13)
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2.2 Historical Data(Fig.14)
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2.2.1 Select devices, channels and time fields through drop-down boxes, click
on queries, and then display them through tables. Click on time periods such
as 1, 3, 7, 30, 90, and so on, and then quickly find out the data in
corresponding time periods.
2.2.2 While querying, curves and extremums will be updated synchronously.
3. alarm management
3.1 Alarm Preview (Fig.15)
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3.1.1 Attribute alarm statistics, sensor alarm statistics, sensor alarm type
statistics, click the corresponding button, can jump to the real-time alarm page,
display the corresponding status data.
3.1.2 The 30-day warning trend curve is displayed in the middle.
3.1.3 Below is a map showing the distribution of alarm equipment, function can
refer to the map on the home page.
3.2 Real-time alarm (sensor alarm and attribute alarm)(Fig.16)
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3.2.1 Sensor alarm mainly displays the real-time data of sensor threshold,
switch alarm, early warning and fluctuation alarm.
3.2.2 Attribute alarm mainly displays the real-time data of voltage and signal
value alarm.
3.3 Historical Warning (Fig.17)
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3.3.1 Through the drop-down box to select the device, channel, time field, click
on the query, you can display the table, click on 1,3,7,30,90 and other time
periods, you can quickly find the corresponding data in the period.
3.4 Warning Log (Fig.18)
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3.4.1 Mainly through the form display alarm management operation records,

searchable.
4.Data analysis
4.1 Contrastive analysis, analysis of the same equipment, the same sensor,
the change trend curve in different time periods.(Fig.19)
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4.1.1 On the left side of the page, select the device, sensor and time interval,
click on the analysis, and display the trend curve on the right side.
4.2 Relevance analysis, analysis of the same period of time, equipment,
channel data changes. (Fig.20)
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4.2.1 On the left side of the page, select the time period, equipment and
channel, click on the analysis, and display the data change curve on the right
side.

4. Platform Settings
The platform display area mainly includes alarm setting, equipment
management, development access, user management and neutral
management.
1. Alarm Settings Alarm (Management->Alarm Settings)（Fig.21）
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1.1 Push settings for alarm messages
1.1.1 E-mail alert, to send alert messages to customers by mail (platform
default push mode).
1.1.2 Web page alarm, through audio, alert customers, equipment alarm
information.
1.2 Rule Settings
1.2.1 Sensor alarm rule settings, click Edit to jump to the sensor alarm rule
settings page, can alarm device side, fluctuation alarm, switch alarm, alarm
upper and lower limits, alarm upper and lower limits. (Fig. 22)
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1.2.2 Device property alarm rule settings, click Edit to jump to the device
alarm rule settings page, you can set device voltage, signal property settings.
(Fig. 23)
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2. device management
2.1 List of devices (Fig.24)
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2.1.1 At the top of the page are the statistics of each state, and at the bottom
are the data tables and trend analysis.
2.1.2 In the upper toolbar of the table, the common parameters of the
equipment can be modified in batches (Fig.25), and the equipment can be
repaired in batches (Fig.26).
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2.1.3 On the right side of the table, click on edit and jump to the device
information editing page. The device information parameters can be edited
and the sensor parameters can be edited. (Fig. 27)
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2.2 Grouping
2.2.1 In grouping pages, grouping can be added, edited and deleted, and
devices can be allocated to groups.
2.3 Maintenance
2.3.1 In the maintenance calendar page, you can add, cancel, cancel and
maintain plan. (Fig. 28)
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2.3.2 In the maintenance process page, the maintenance task process can be
tracked and the maintenance task can be deleted. (Fig. 29)
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2.3.3 On the repairing process page, the repairing task can be tracked and the
repairing task can be deleted. (Fig.30)
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2.4 Device Log
2.4.1 Mainly displays the operation records of equipment management
through tables, which can be searched. (Fig.31)
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3. Develop access (after the function submission, the administrator arranges
technology docking)
3.1 Docking
The client fills in the server docking application and submits it to view the
current docking process and status. (Fig.32)
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3.2 Access

Customers can check the current docking process and status by filling in
the access application and submitting it. (Fig.33)
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3.3 Custom
Customers fill in customized requirements for privatization and submit them
to view the current task process and status. (Fig.34)
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4. User
4.1 User List（Fig.35）
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4.1.1 The toolbar at the top of the user list can add, delete and search users.
4.1.2 The right toolbar can edit and delete users, reset passwords and
allocate devices.
4.2 System
4.2.1 Map Settings: Map Center, Scale Ratio, Time Zone. (Fig.36)
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4.2.2 Company Settings, Platform Display Name, Platform Logo can be set.
(Fig. 37)
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4.2.3 In the logo above the menu on the left side of the home page, Click to
enter quickly. The system settings page.
4.3 User Log（Fig.38）
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4.3.1 Mainly displays user-managed operation records through tables, which
can be searched.
4.4 Mailbox binding（Fig.39）
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4.4.1 Click on the toolbar at the top of the table display to add a bound mailbox
for searching.
5. Neutral
5.1 In the mailbox server settings page, fill in the customer's own mailbox
server, after opening, the platform mail has the customer's own mailbox server
to send, our company does not retain. (Fig. 40)
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